1) The Holistic is Ultimate Reality and Ultimate Truth.

2) The Holistic, per se, cannot be comprehended by any symbol.

3) All symbols point toward, and are embraced within, the Holistic.

4) All formations, conceptual, artistic or religious or natural, taken out of context from the Holistic, are symbols and only symbols.

5) The Holistic excludes no formation, save those that claim for themselves exclusive validity.

6) The Holistic embraces all Realizations and all means and all means which facilitate Realization.

7) The Holistic, qua Holistic, transcends all comprehensive definition.

8) The Holistic embraces and supports all processes and states of Nature.

9) The Holistic is the source and support of all Law, yet transcends all Laws and codes.

10) The Holistic is neither Being nor non-Being, but comprehends both.

11) The Holistic is both One and Manifold, yet neither One nor many.

12) The Holistic is neither Change nor Changelessness, yet may be realized as either or both.
The Holistic is not love, yet it is the eternal basis of all love and devotion.

The Holistic is not will nor action but is the support of all willing.

The Holistic is unknowable, yet it underlies, surrounds and transcends all knowledge.

Although the Holistic is unknowable it may be realized, and this is the supreme attainment.

The Holistic is neither subjective nor the objective, but embraces and supports both.

The Holistic is neither this-worldly nor other-worldly, but is at once all-worldly.

The Holistic both inter-fuses and transcends all awareness.

The Holistic is not merely consciousness nor sub-consciousness, nor unconsciousness, nor super-consciousness, but is at once all these.

Other than the Holistic, nothing is.
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22. The Holistic is the one and only irreducible Element.

23. All the so-called "elements" are the final resultants of a process of fractionation at any given point in time.

24. There is no limit to the process of fractionation.

25. Reintegration from "elements" derived by fractionation, when taken in isolation from the Holistic, produces only an unstable part-truth, at best.

26. The Holistic is the Holy.

27. Realization of the Holistic is Salvation, Liberation and Enlightenment.

28.
Holistic Aphorisms

1. The Holistic is Ultimate Reality and Ultimate Truth.

2. The Holistic, in its purity, cannot be comprehended by any symbol.

3. All symbols point toward, and are embraced within, the Holistic.

4. All formations, conceptual, artistic, religious, secular or natural, taken out of context from the Holistic, are symbols and only symbols.

5. The Holistic excludes no formation, save those that claim for themselves privative authority.

6. The Holistic embraces all Realizations and all means which facilitate Realization.

7. The Holistic, as such, transcends all comprehensive definition.

8. The Holistic embraces and supports all processes and states of Nature.

9. The Holistic is the source and support of all laws and codes, yet transcends all these.

10. The Holistic is neither Being nor non-Being, yet underlies, interfuses and over-reaches both these.

11. The Holistic is both One and Manifold, yet neither one nor many.

12. The Holistic is neither Change nor Changelessness, yet may be realized as either or both.

13. The Holistic is not Love, yet It is the eternal Basis of all Love and Devotion.

14. The Holistic is not Will, but is the Support and Container of all willing.

15. The Holistic is unknowable, yet It underlies, surrounds, interfuses and transcends all knowledge.

16. Although the Holistic is unknowable, It may be Realized, and this is the Supreme Attainment.

17. The Holistic is neither the subjective nor the objective, but embraces and supports both.

18. The Holistic is neither this-worldly nor other-worldly, but is, at once, all-worldly.

19. The Holistic both interfuses and transcends all awareness.
20. The Holistic is not merely consciousness or sub-consciousness or super-consciousness or unconsciousness, but is, at once all these.

21. Other than the Holistic, nothing is.
22. The Holistic is the one and only irreducible Element.

23. All the so-called, "elements" are the final resultants of a process of fractionation, at any given point in time.

24. There is no limit to the process of fractionation.

25. Reintegration from "elements", derived by fractionation, when taken in isolation from the Holistic, produces only an unstable part-truth, at best.